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Our detailed Angle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) study of 2H-TaS2 , a canoni-
cal incommensurate charge density wave (CDW) material, illustrates pronounced many-body renor-
malization in the system, which is manifested by the presence of multiple kink structures in the elec-
tronic dispersions. Temperature-dependent measurements reveal that these kink structures persist
even at temperatures higher than the charge density wave transition temperature Tcdw and the en-
ergy locations of the kinks are practically temperature-independent. Correlating kink energies with
the published Raman scattering data and the theoretically calculated phonon spectrum of 2H-TaS2 ,
we conclude phononic mechanism for these kinks. We have also detected momentum-anisotropy in
the band renormalization, which in turn indicates momentum-dependence of the electron-phonon
coupling of the system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many-body effects and their subtle interplay often lead
to fascinating physical phenomena in solid state sys-
tems. Examples include superconductivity in cuprate
high temperature superconductors (HTSCs)1–3, unusual
mass renormalization in heavy fermion compounds4,5,
colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) in manganites6,7 and
charge density wave (CDW) in various 2H and 1T tran-
sition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)8–10. A prototypi-
cal example of a many-body interaction is the electron-
phonon (el-ph) interaction, whose significance can’t be
overemphasized in TMDs, particularly in 2H poly-
types of TMDS such as 2H-TaSe2 , 2H-NbSe2 and 2H-
TaS2 (hereinafter collectively referred to as 2H TMDs).
The reason is that the el-ph coupling is central to both
superconductivity11 and CDW12–14, which either coexist
or compete in these materials.

Despite decades of intense research, the mechanism be-
hind CDW order in 2H TMDs remains an intriguing puz-
zle. Traditionally, their CDW orders have been conjec-
tured to be analogous to the Peierls instability occurring
due to the so-called Fermi Surface (FS) nesting15. The
FS’s of 2H-TaSe2 , 2H-NbSe2 and 2H-TaS2 indeed have
extended nearly parallel regions, which in turn could lead
to CDW orders mediated by FS nesting. However, the
CDW wave-vectors (qcdw ’s) of these compounds have
been shown to be incompatible with their FS nesting
vectors, which are the vectors spanning the mutually par-
allel sections of their FS’s16–19. An alternative theoret-
ical idea20 relate the CDW orders of these compounds
to the saddle bands in the vicinity of their chemical
potential. Even though such flat bands have been ob-
served in these materials, they don’t seem to appear
at relevant energies16,18,19,21–23. These theoretical ap-
proaches are essentially in the weak-coupling limit. Some
of the intriguing experimental observations, for exam-
ple the pseudogap behavior (that is persistence of non-
zero CDW energy gap at temperatures much higher
than Tcdw ), however, are suggestive of strongly coupled

CDWs in these systems16,17,19. In this connection, there
are a few strong-coupling theoretical models12–14,24–26, in
most of which strong el-ph coupling and its momentum-
anisotropy are critical to the CDW instability. Lately,
several experimental studies have also pointed towards
nontrivial momentum-dependence of the el-ph coupling
being key to the CDW order of 2H TMDs27–29.

In the light of the aforementioned experimental and
theoretical research, a comprehensive study of the el-ph
coupling (λ) in 2H TMDs with an emphasis on momen-
tum (k) anisotropy of λ, is highly desirable towards de-
veloping a microscopic model of their CDW orders. One
way to procure knowledge of the k-dependence of el-ph
coupling of a system is to utilize high resolution ARPES
data. Typically, the interaction between electronic ex-
citations and any collective mode such as a phonon or
a magnon would modify the bare (i.e., at the absence
of interactions) electronic dispersion and the electronic
lifetime in a material30. The information about the col-
lective mode is encoded in these modifications, which
can be directly measured by employing ARPES. Experi-
mental techniques such as tunneling spectroscopy or heat
capacity measurements can also be incorporated for in-
vestigating collective modes of a solid. However, these
techniques inherently render information averaged over
the entire Fermi surface of the system31. This is where
ARPES, with its unique capability of energy-momentum
resolved measurements, can be crucial for shedding light
on the the k-dependence of the electron-mode coupling.

In some of the past ARPES publications, thorough
examinations of the impact of collective modes on the
electronic degrees of freedom have been conducted on
2H-TaSe2 and 2H-NbSe2

32–35. The collective modes
in 2H-NbSe2 , as seen by ARPES, was inferred to be
phonons. However, the identity of the mode in 2H-
TaSe2 is yet to be resolved33,35. Moreover, the el-ph
coupling of 2H-NbSe2 was found to have appreciable k-
dependence. Surprisingly, such investigations are absent
in case of 2H-TaS2 , which is a prominent member of the
2H TMD family and an extremely versatile material by
itself. In this context, unlike the cases of 2H-NbSe2 and
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2H-TaSe2 , ARPES investigations on 2H-TaS2 are rather
limited21,36,37, where the main objective has been the
study of CDW energy gap. As to the specifics of its
electronic orders, 2H-TaS2 hosts a canonical incommen-
surate CDW order with qcdw∼ (2/3 − 0.02) ΓM38 and
the Tcdw∼75K39,40. Intertwining of superconductivity
and CDW at temperatures lower than 0.8K41–43, com-
bined with the influence of strong correlations among Ta
d electrons, leads to exceptionally rich phase diagrams of
2H-TaS2 , which have drawn enormous scientific atten-
tion of late44–53.

In this article, we have studied the possible interplay
of collective modes and electronic excitations in 2H-
TaS2 using ARPES measurements. Such a study is an-
ticipated to be vital not only to unveiling the mechanism
of CDW order in 2H-TaS2 , but also to deciphering the
universal traits of incommensurate CDW systems in 2H
TMDs, if there are any.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We have conducted ARPES measurements using the
21.2 eV Helium-I line of a discharge lamp combined with
a Scienta R3000 analyzer at the University of Virginia,
as well as 75 eV and 22 eV synchrotron light equipped
with a Scienta R4000 analyzer at the PGM beamline of
the Synchrotron Radiation Center, WI. The angular res-
olution is ∼ 0.3 degree, and the energy resolution is ∼
8–15 meV. For temperature (T )-dependent studies, data
were collected in a cyclic way to ensure that there were
no aging effects in the spectra. All experiments were per-
formed in ultra high vacuum (better than 5× 10−11Torr,
both in the helium lamp system and in the beamline).
The single crystal samples were cleaved in situ to expose
their fresh surfaces for ARPES measurements. Samples
were cooled using a closed cycle He refrigerator and the
sample temperatures were measured using a silicon diode
sensor mounted close to the sample holder. During each
measurement the chemical potential of the system was
determined by fitting the ARPES spectrum of a poly-
crystalline gold reference sample, being in electrical con-
tact with the sample under study, by Fermi Dirac distri-
bution function. Single crystals of 2H-TaS2 were grown
using the standard iodine vapor transport method.

III. RESULTS

A. Low-energy electronic structure of 2H-TaS2

In this section, we inspect various aspects of low energy
electronic excitations in 2H-TaS2 . We begin by looking
at Fig. 1(a), which depicts the Fermi surface (FS) inten-
sity map of 2H-TaS2 in the normal state. The FS inten-
sity map corresponds to the ARPES data I(kx, ky, ω) at
ω = 0 as a function of the in-plane momentum compo-
nents kx and ky, where ω is the electronic energy refer-
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FIG. 1: (a) Fermi surface (FS) intensity map of a 2H-
TaS2 sample. Green arrows represent the three primary CDW
vectors q1, q2 and q3. The method for constructing the FS
intensity map is elaborated in the text. EMIM along (b) mo-
mentum line I and (c) momentum line II. The momentum
lines I and II are marked by the red and black double-sided
arrows in (a). Four Fermi crossings (FCs) in each of (b) and
(c) are numbered from 1 to 4 and they are also indicated
using white arrows. The red dashed lines in (b) and (c) cor-
respond to the chemical potential. (d) MDC (shown by red
markers) together with Voigt fit (shown by blue line) at ω∼
0 meV along momentum line I. (e) Same as (d) but along
momentum line II. We have focussed on rightmost two peaks
(associated with FC 3 and FC 4) in (e) since the intensities of
the other two peaks (associated to FC 1 and FC 2) are very
weak. (f) EDC at the momentum location shown by the green
dashed line in (b). (g) Same as (f), but at the momentum lo-
cation shown by the orange dashed line in (c). Double-peak
structure of both EDCs signify bilayer-split bands in (b) and
(c).

enced to the chemical potential. The necessary ARPES
data were collected at T ∼ 90K>Tcdw (∼ 75K) with pho-
ton energy hν =75eV. As predicted by the first-principles
calculations, the FS of 2H-TaS2 consists of double-walled
FS sheets around the Γ point and the K points38,54–56.
This double-walled nature of the FS sheets is due to the
presence of two formula units per unit cell. The method
for constructing the FS intensity map in Fig. 1(a) is
as follows: starting from the raw ARPES data, we first
subtract the constant signal at ω>0 (due to second or-
der light) and then, we normalize each ARPES spectrum
by the area enclosed by it and the energy axis between
measured values of ω. The raw data covered more than
one half of the surface BZ. For better visualization, the
entire FS intensity map was constructed by reflections,
using interpolations to uniform grids.

The bilayer-split energy bands, which give rise to these
double-walled FS sheets around Γ and K points, can be
better visualized from the ARPES energy-momentum in-
tensity maps (EMIM’s) in Figs. 1(b) (recorded along mo-
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mentum line I) and 1(c) (recorded along momentum line
II). Two distinct energy bands, separated in energy and
momentum, are clearly visible on each side of the sym-
metry point of the EMIM in both cases. Note that these
EMIMs are based on raw ARPES data collected using
hν = 22eV. It is worth mentioning that the FS as well
as the EMIMs, similar to those seen here, have also been
reported for 2H-NbSe2 and 2H-TaSe2

16,21,23,32,33.
One can also look into these bilayer-split bands using

one-dimensional representations of ARPES data. For ex-
ample, ARPES data as a function of one of the compo-
nents of k (either kx or ky) for a given value of ω is known
as a momentum distribution curve (MDC). On the other
hand, ARPES data as a function of ω for a specific value
of k is known as an energy distribution curve (EDC). We
display a representative MDC in Fig. 1(d) along the mo-
mentum line I at ω ∼ 0 meV. A glance at Fig. 1(b) shows
that the momentum line I crosses through four bands at
their individual Fermi crossings (FCs).

Therefore, the MDC in Fig. 1(d) exhibits four peaks.
Similar data along the momentum line II has been pre-
sented in Fig. 1(e). For visual clarity, we have here
focussed on only one pair of peaks , since the relative
intensity of the other pair is extremely weak.

Additionally, two representative EDCs are presented
in Figs. 1(f) and 1(g).The EDC in Fig. 1(f) is at the
momentum location, marked by the green dashed line in
Fig. 1(b). This line, which is at constant momentum,
intersects the bilayer-split bands at two different values
of ω . Hence, this EDC shows two peaks, namely b1 and
b2. Similarly, the two peaks b3 and b4 of the EDC in
Fig. 1(g) corroborate bilayer-split energy bands in Fig.
1(c) as well.

Now we turn to the possible interconnection between
qcdw and FS nesting vectors. Fig. 1(a) establishes that
although the FS of 2H-TaS2 has a number of nearly par-
allel regions, their separations do not agree with the mag-
nitude of qcdw . For instance, both FS sheets around
the Γ point are too large in size for being self-nested by
any of the three primary CDW wave vectors q1, q2 and
q3 (shown by green arrows in Fig. 1(a)). A simple FS
nesting alone is therefore not likely to be the driver of
the CDW instability in 2H-TaS2 . Similar conclusion has
also been reached in case of 2H-NbSe2

16.

B. Multiple kinks in band dispersion

The details of the interaction between a collective
mode and the electronic excitations of a system is encap-
sulated in its single-particle self-energy Σ(k, ω), which
is a complex-valued function of momentum k and en-
ergy ω . The real part Σ

′
(k, ω) and the imaginary part

Σ
′′
(k, ω) manifest the renormalizations of the bare elec-

tronic dispersion and life-time respectively, due to many-
body interactions57.

Both Σ
′

and Σ
′′

may, in principal, be evaluated di-
rectly from ARPES spectra as ARPES intensity I(k, ω)

can approximately be expressed as follows: I(k, ω) =
M(k)A(k, ω)f(ω), where (i) f(ω) is the Fermi Dirac
distribution function, (ii) M(k) is the dipole ma-
trix element, (iii) the spectral function A(k, ω) =

Σ
′′
(k, ω)

(ω − εk − Σ′(k, ω))2 + Σ′′(k, ω)
2 and (iv) εk is the bare

electronic dispersion58–61. For the most generic case, ob-
taining Σ

′
and Σ

′′
from ARPES data is a challenging

task since Σ
′

and Σ
′′

are functions of both k and ω. In
such a case, one may have to assume a priori some rep-
resentation of the relevant many-body interaction, which
often itself is a difficult job, for making progress in data
analysis. However, the data analysis gets substantially
simplified when Σ and M are independent of k or even
have weak k dependence.
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FIG. 2: (a) MDCs (red markers) together with fits (blue
lines) along the momentum line I (Fig. 1(a)) for a series of
ω ’s. Note that the curves are offset for visual clarity. (b)
Band dispersion (green circles) from MDC analysis is super-
imposed on the EMIM of Fig. 1(b) in the proximity of FC1.
Approximated bare band dispersion is shown by black dashed
line, while the kink locations are are marked with black ar-

rows in (b). (c) Real part of the self-energy Σ
′
(ω) (red circles,

right axis), and the width of the MDC peaks W (ω)(blue cir-

cles, left axis). Note that Σ
′′

(ω) is directly proportional to

W (ω). Black dashed arrows indicate the peaks in Σ
′
(ω), while

the green ones point corresponding changes in slope of W (ω).
As expected, ω locations of the black and the green dashed
arrows approximately coincide.

In case of k-independent Σ
′
, Σ

′′
and M , MDCs at var-

ious values of ω take simple Lorentzian line shape, at
least in the vicinity of the Fermi momentum kF such
that εk ∼ v0F (|k| − kF ) with v0F being the bare Fermi
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velocity. Lorentzian line shape of the MDC can be rec-
ognized from the above-mentioned form of A(k, ω). Con-
sequently, the renormalized dispersion of an energy band
can be determined by tracking the fitted peak locations
of the corresponding MDCs as a function of ω .

Subsequently, Σ
′
(ω) can be estimated by sub-

tracting the bare dispersion from the renormalized
dispersion58–61. Moreover, Σ

′′
(ω) can be quantified from

the fitted peak widths W (ω) of the MDCs. The rela-

tion between Σ
′′
(ω) and W (ω) is as follows: W (ω) =

Σ
′′
(ω)

v0F

58–61. One noticeable advantage of this analysis is

that no particular model for the many-body interaction
is necessary.

MDCs at ω ∼ 0 along momentum lines I and II are
displayed in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) respectively. Notice
that the Voigt function instead of the Lorentzian func-
tion was used for fitting these MDCs with the aim of
approximately taking the momentum resolution into ac-
count. This in turn enables better estimates of the MDC
peak widths. We now concentrate on the band dispersion
using MDCs as a function of ω . In Fig. 2(a), we show the
MDCs together with Voigt fits for a series of ω ’s along
the momentum line I ( shown in Fig. 1(a)). In order
to examine how the band dispersion, derived using the
MDC analysis, correlate with the corresponding EMIM,
we refer to Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 2(b), we superimpose the
dispersion curve on the EMIM itself in the vicinity of a
FC, FC 1 (Fig. 1(c)) to be specific. The reason behind
zooming into such a narrow ω -kx space of the EMIM
in Fig. 1(b) is the fact that MDC analysis is strictly
valid in the vicinity of the FC of an energy band. It
can be readily observed that the MDC derived band dis-
persion agrees reasonably well with the intensity profile
of the corresponding EMIM—at least in an energy win-
dow of 100 meV below the chemical potential. A closer
look at the dispersion curve in Fig. 2(b) further reveals
that the band dispersion consists of multiple changes in
slope, commonly referred as kinks. Typically, the pres-
ence of a kink in the electronic dispersion is interpreted
as a fingerprint of the scattering of the electrons from
some collective mode of the system. The obvious ques-
tion is: can we identify this mode? To address this, we
consult the published Raman scattering data62 as well as
the theoretical calculation of the phonon spectra63,64 of
2H-TaS2 . The kink energies in the present case are ∼ 18
meV and ∼ 35 meV (shown by black solid arrows in Fig.
2(b)) and they agree well with the the optical phonon
frequencies of 2H-TaS2 . Therefore, it would be natu-
ral to conclude that interactions among electrons and
optical phonons are responsible for the kinks in the dis-
persions. It is worth mentioning that similar multiple
kinks of phononic origin have been reported in recent
ARPES study of 2H-NbSe2

32. Over the years, kink fea-
tures in electronic dispersion, may or may not be due
to phonons, have also been observed in a wide array
of solid state systems other than CDW materials, such
as metallic sysrems65,66, conventional superconductors67,

CMR manganites68, cuprate HTSCs59–61, and pnictide
HTSCs69.

C. Σ
′
(ω) and Σ

′′
(ω) from MDC analysis:

The information about the bare band dispersion is nec-
essary for estimating Σ

′
(ω). We have approximated the

bare band dispersion by fitting the high binding energy
(ω∼-100meV) part of the MDC derived dispersion with
a straight line such that it crosses through kF . Similar
procedure for estimating bare dispersion has been exten-
sively employed in previous ARPES papers32,59–61,67–69.
The deviation of the experimentally observed deviation
from the bare dispersion provides a measure for Σ

′
(ω).

Therefore, we quantify Σ
′
(ω) by subtracting this ap-

proximated bare band dispersion from the measured one.
Additionally, Σ

′′
(ω) can be obtained from W (ω). Both

Σ
′
(ω) and W (ω) are plotted in Fig. 2(c). It is appar-

ent that Σ
′
(ω) consists of peaks at ω ’s close to the kink

energies found in Fig. 2(b). As expected from the re-

quirements for causality, the peak energies of Σ
′
(ω) ap-

proximately coincide with the ω locations of the relatively
abrupt changes in W (ω)57.

D. k- and T -dependence of band renormalization:

In this section, we illustrate the k- and T -dependence
of the band renormalization due to many-body interac-
tion. We will first examine k-dependence using Figs.
3(a), 3(b) and 3(c). As displayed in Fig. 3(a), we have
focussed in the neighborhood of several FCs along the
Γ-centered inner FS sheet and the K-centered outer FS
sheet. We couldn’t, however, obtain reliable band dis-
persions along the Γ-centered outer FS sheet and the
K-centered inner FS sheet. Most probably, detailed pho-
ton energy sweep would be necessary to find the ideal
photon energy for studying the quasiparticle dynamics
of these FS sheets, which we plan to undertake in the
future work. Fig. 3(b) summarizes the band dispersions
along the K-centered outer FS sheet, while Fig. 3(c)
along the Γ-centered inner FS sheet. Similar to the case
in Fig. 2(b), each dispersion curve in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)
comprise of multiple kink structures. Within experimen-
tal error bars, the ω locations of these kinks reside within
an energy window of 10meV−40meV.

This is in accord with the above-described
proposition—the kinks in 2H-TaS2 reflect the in-
teractions among the electrons and various optical
phonons.

One of the ways to quantify λ is to employ the follow-

ing relation: λ =
v0F
v∗F
− 1, where v0F is the bare Fermi

velocity, i.e., the slope of the approximated bare dis-
persion, and v∗F is the renormalized Fermi velocity, i.e.,
the slope of the renormalized dispersion at the chemi-
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FIG. 3: (a) Schematic plots of Γ- and K-centered FS
sheets. Green and red solid lines show the momentum lines
along which MDCs were constructed for extracting disper-
sions shown in (b) and (c). (b) MDC-derived band disper-
sions close to the FCs, which are marked by green solid dots
and numbered from 1 to 4 in (a). (c) Same as (b) but close to
the FCs, which are marked by red solid dots and numbered
from 5 to 10 in (a). Values of el-ph coupling parameter λ at
various FCs are also noted in (b) and (c). (d) MDC-derived
band dispersions as a function of T close to the FC, which is
marked by the brown dot in (a). The brown solid line cor-
responds to the momentum line along which the pertinent
MDCs were constructed. In each dispersion curve, the slope
of the black dashed lines passing through the data points at
ω= 0 determine v∗F , while the slope of the thick black line
measures v0F .

cal potential59–61. Here the implicit assumption is that
the entire renormalization effect is due to el-ph coupling.
From Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), it can be deduced that λ has a
gentle k-dependence along both FS sheets under current
consideration. The k-dependence, however, seems to be
slightly more prominent along the K-centered FS sheet.
We would like to point out that k-dependent λ, somewhat
more pronounced than 2H-TaS2 , has also been reported
for 2H-NbSe2

32,34. Fig. 3(d) describes T -dependence
of the renormalization effect. One can see that the kink

structures in the dispersion remains intact even at tem-
peratures higher than Tcdw . Furthermore, the kink en-
ergies are more or less T -independent. We would like
to point that very similar results have been reported for
2H-NbSe2

34.These further support the el-ph interaction
being the driver of the kinks in the electronic dispersions
of 2H-TaS2 .

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our systematic ARPES measurements
on 2H-TaS2 demonstrate dispersion renormalization, re-
flected by the deviations of the observed band dispersions
from the bare ones, on K-centered outer and Γ-centered
inner FS sheets. Comparison of the energy scales of the
dispersion anomalies, i.e., the kinks, with the published
data on phonon spectrum of 2H-TaS2 reveals that in-
teractions among electrons and optical phonons in the
system give rise to these kinks. Similar to the case of
2H-NbSe2 , the electron-phonon coupling parameter λ of
2H-TaS2 exhibits momentum anisotropy—λ varies from
1.1 to 0.29, which is, however, weaker in comparison with
the momentum-variation of λ in 2H-NbSe2 . In future
works, it will be very interesting to explore whether this
momentum-anisotropy of λ is manifested in terms of any
momentum-dependence of CDW energy gap in 2H-TaS2 .
Based on our study on 2H-TaS2 and its correlation with
the existing data on related 2H TMDs, 2H-NbSe2 for ex-
ample, following two features seem to be universal to the
incommensurate CDW order in TMDS—(i) lack of one-
to-one correspondence between CDW wave vectors and
the FS nesting vectors, and (ii) momentum-dependent
el-ph coupling.
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